
GET SELF-SERVICE MAGIC
WE HELP YOU MAKE SAP PORTAL SING.

www.bowdark.com info@bowdark.com972-691-2101

BOWDARK SAP PORTAL PACK

The Bowdark SAP Portal Pack
brings it all together. We set up
SAP Business Technology
Platform (BTP) to handle secure
authentication. We connect the
pieces of your environment to BTP
to facilitate simple, beautiful,
branded portals – filled with the
right apps and information to
empower your partners. Make
better decisions with timely data
from self-service portals. 

Your internal and external users
are not all in the same physical
location. They’re out in the world,
making your business run.
Enabling business processes with
technology should reflect the real
world: suppliers and customers
should be able to update their
status with you directly, contingent
laborers should be able to on-
board easily, and employees
deserve self-service timesheets
and leave requests. 

Enable and simplify external data entry

KEY BENEFITS

Reduce TCO

Give people Bring Your Own Device freedom

One-stop shopping for work apps

Transact on the go



I cannot say enough about Bowdark's abilities to solve complex
integration problems. We have had many challenges with our integration
project and they have resolved all of them beyond all our expectations.
"

WHAT'S INCLUDED

PILOT PROJECT
02
Seeing is believing. We take your
connected SAP BTP Portal and give it
the full theming treatment, showing by
example how visual branding brings
the self-service experience home. You
get your first portal app, themed and
deployed.

ROADMAPPING
01
We identify the apps and services to
hook into the portal, right-size and set
up SAP BTP, and advise enterprise
teams on best portal practices. You get
a fully enabled and documented SAP
Portal powered by SAP BTP. 

OPERATIONALIZATION
03
To get the best results, great skills
need to match with great processes.
We set up projects for repeatable
deployments with Visual Studio Code
and Azure DevOps Services. You get
portal deployment patterns that are
maintainable yet flexible. 

TRAINING
04
Getting your team up to speed in
new technologies is vital to
reimagining your SAP Portal
process. We lead a week of intense
up-skilling that leaves your team
ready to tackle new challenges
head-on.

"Enterprise Integration  Manager - Lockheed Martin

ARCHITECTURAL
SUPPORT

05
To get the best results, great skills
need to match with great processes.
We set up projects for repeatable
deployments with Visual Studio
Code and Azure DevOps Services.
You get portal deployment patterns
that are maintainable yet flexible. 


